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INTRODUCTION 

 

 “The dog destined for damnation is deaf to the warning of the hunter.” – Yoruba adage 

“You can be the answer to the hunter’s prayer.” –  Abimbola Mosobalaje 

 

There are epochs in art and literature that represent strong denunciation of the political 

machination of a privileged few and the consequential social inertia of the people who 

help these oligarchs continue a regime of tyranny and blatant disregard for human lives, 

social justice or decency. The famed Animal Farm by George Orwell is a satirical 

masterpiece that lampoons the greed for power, class and elitist mentality of those who 

seek political office for the sole purpose of self-preservation and perpetuation. How does 

one explain a one-time military Head of State who ran to be a democratically elected 

President for three times, and after becoming elected at his fourth attempt, spends the 

better part of his tenure in foreign countries and on medical leave – yet still seek a re-

election? How does one explain the handouts given to hungry voters – foodstuffs to be 

consumed at a sitting in exchange for a lifetime sale of their humanity and future – when 

elections are approaching? How does one explain the numerous crowds who throng 

political rallies to support another tenure of penury and pauperization of the nation’s 

wealth? All these instances do not belong to the theater of the absurd; they are the 

realities of the Nigerian political predators and preys – a people gifted with varying 

degrees of insanity and insensitivity. If this is not madness, then it must be a special case 

of aggravated paranoid schizophrenia – a mental illness that dwells on delusion, 

hallucination and alternate reality. At least, the schizophrenic can be treated with the right 

pharmacotherapy.  

But what or who will attempt the treatment of a generation who refuses any form of 

diagnosis but consistently manifest symptoms of insanity year after year? Art often has 

an answer for this kind of malady where the psychologist has failed to try. The satirists 

come to the rescue by recreating a stark reality to confusion and chaos in caustic ways 

which impact is not easily lost. The work of the satirist is a solemn duty – he must rise 

about the constant madness he sees daily and seeks to bring intervention. And how does 

one treat madness if not by first acknowledging the state of the nation – debris, 

dehumanization, and destruction of social values and institutions? A satirist addresses the 

root cause of the malaise before providing treatment. This is how a chronic condition gets 

addressed before it becomes terminal. And as it seems, the Nigerian pollical absurdity is 

becoming a terminal condition that must be quarantined before it spreads beyond 

intervention.    

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

It is important to address critics who hastily conclude that writers and satirists just pen 

their frustration without making any real change to the socio-political instrumentation of 

the political class. Such critics are partly correct – especially if writing is merely a 

catalogue of social ills. Conversely, these critics shy away from history – political 

agitation often begins with a direct criticism of the existing political structure spurred by 

writers and thinkers. Every political movement in history is birthed by an ideology, a 

carefully crafted set of ideas. There is a connection between a political satirist and an 

ideologue – while the ideologue builds a self-serving ideal to change the mindset of the 

people, a satirist awakens the mind of the people and shows them the path of self-

redemption and political revolution – both attempt to use “literature” to treat a mental 

condition. Let us now shift our attention to how three satirists engage their readers in an 

attempt to awaken a crave for actionable involvement in the political system of the 

country.      

Ayoola, Ayinla, andAbimbola return in the second installment of the satirical 

masterpiece, House of Lunatics, with a sharper sword to not only scratch the blunt heart 

of the political class but pierce it deeply till the arteries splatter with blood and 

revolution. The poets direct their artistic explosives at the political class, with such 

precision that the reader is drawn into the battle for the survival of his country. Ayoola 

begins his intervention by showing how the populace enthrones the perversion that is 

now synonymous with political system:  

 bend & blind. we worship the gold 

  laced over the blisters on the feet of dogs  

we crown gods. the shoe is on us. & while we crumble for  

crumbs. we think of dreams.  

something already tells we will never rise. We 

   [rupture] 

It is saddening to see the people cower at the feet of dogs and become downtrodden on 

whose heads the blistered feet continue to rest. The shame to see voters outrun one 

another for another “riCEing” paints a grim picture of a completely mentally violated 

populace. Ayoola’s “rupture” evokes a strong emotion of loss, decay and perpetuated the 

exploitation of the people. However, it is more tragic and surreal to observe that the 

people are actors in this charade:  

our legs will still run the politician order. & 

it is our legs that will ruin us.  

think of dreams again. & at the end of the thumb we are still  

nobody. 

[rupture] 

 

 

 



 

 

 

It is not the political complacency that is the issue as unveiled in this poem, it is the 

active participation of the electorate who continue to flock en masse to the voting booth 

only to elect dogs who play gods. It is not surprising that Professor Lamumba lamented, 

“Africans are not moved by ideas. Their stomach leads them.” 

Ayoola’s “morbidity” continues the narrative of political rust and rot as well as the direct 

impact on the psyche of the people. In this poem, the reader will experience the decay 

and death that become the lot of the people:  how a boy wakes up with “blood on his 

dreams”, with “blood in a hole in his head”; of how a virgin becomes ravaged by “high-

men” at thirteen, while the mother is left to “wear the songs of infant deadness”. 

Morbidity deepens the gloom that has become a country where “resurrection is alien”. 

The contrast between a people trying to survive and the opulence and affluence flaunted 

by the ruling class will trigger revulsion and prompt a move toward revolution as 

“lurking” shows the reader how the political power continues to create the perfect climate 

for the exploitation of the people. The bombs limit the efforts of the people to strive for a 

better future – how does one account for the massacre of Benue that has become accepted 

and normalized? While “a woman loses her daughter to penury. the governor holds her 

money for healing”, money used for the “governor- daughter’s wedding.”  

Ayoola makes a swift shift and swings his sword of satire to lampoon the sociocultural 

sickness of his society. The tone of “eemopelebe” is deliberately caustic and intended to 

arouse the consciousness in the right places. From the youths with their misguided 

enlightenment and dependence on cosmetics to help augment their delusion, to the sick 

president whose tenure is better spent in foreign lands at the expense of the people who 

offer “gun salute” to the speech  crafted for a president whose country is a theater of 

tumult as the house of assembly is a stage for tables throwing and chairs catching, while 

the likes of Arewa and Biafra trade threats of terror and chaos! Ayoola’s treatment of his 

themes reflects a deep commitment to his cause – creating a change of mindset. 

Abimbola begins his poems by inviting the reader on a dialectical journey of freedom. 

While comparing the clamor for independence with the rebellious youth who hastily 

seeks freedom from parental restriction, Abimbola asks: 

why did we ever want a break from colonialism? 

to create our own fraction of the whole, 

for free doom -a freedom to doom? 

       [freedom] 

 

Not that the poet is asking for the perpetuality of colonialism, he quizzes the reader by 

focusing on the meaningless of the post-colonial Nigerian state. Using the symbolism of 

the eagle of the country’s coat of arm, a sharp contrast between the conquering nature of  

 

 

 



 

 

 

the eagle and a defeated people is profound, that the reader is confronted with the reality 

of failed hopes and wasted efforts at flight. The poet does not spare religious 

indoctrination which evidently has become the opium of the people – a people told, 

“welcome, your brains aren’t needed”, while advancement through science, technologies 

and “thought provoking” literatures is left to rot, like the bird feeding on twigs instead of 

game. So, how does one define freedom when every institution that should shape the 

conscience and consciousness of the people is still bound by suppressive ideas and 

antiquated ideals? Perhaps, freedom is “the face of a man with a free time bomb tickling 

doom” – is it not true with the countless massacres of lives while the ruling party offers 

“the placebo effect we get from empty tongues.” 

 The mood and tone of Abimbola’s “tales. moonlight. season” is one of great grief and 

persistent pessimism. A nostalgic feeling of moonlight stories sharpens the contrast that 

follows:   

tales come from the radio. we sit beneath the watch of the crescent moon and 

dimmed stars. 

the radio tells the tales. of the world trump-ed up. side. down. 

of boo and harry of cows and guns. of hatred and speeches. of the adoption of 

girls. 

or is it spelled a.b.d.u.c.t.i.o.n? 

my memory fails me these days. 

       [tales. moonlight. seasons] 

There is a fear that not just will memory fail, but there will be no future if the same things 

religiously proclaimed daily with fervency continue. This poem lifts itself from the pages 

of the book and becomes the blunt blade that does more harm than the seemingly sharp 

razor. There is warning, a warning of a destined damnation if nothing is changed. The 

reader is reminded of “another rocket launch. this time. on earth. among us.” – this line is 

deliberated punctuated with a period to show the weight of the burden the poet carries as 

he warns, “maybe eventually. tales. moonlight. and seasons. will be nothing to exist. / or. 

they exist without us.” 

 

It is not surprising that Abimbola has decided to use “Tragicomedy” to succinctly 

describe how the populace findshumor in the most sensitive issue. This is the height of 

insanity as there is laughter “in the crusade of bullets & war holding.” At scenes of fatal 

accidents, where the dying hang to life by a thread, bystanders take out their cheap 

phones, and make selfie or recording for another social media trending rather than save 

the life that is awaiting an untimely death. Tragically, some also find respite in seeing 

others fall “every time a table is shaken.” The poet unveils the people’s twisted priorities 

and warns in “Hay worn-in” – “somewhere between sunrise and sunset / You can be the 

answer to the hunter’s prayer.” 

 

 



 

 

 

Ayinla brings a fresh perspective into the dastardly impact of political corruption in the 

country in “The Skin Knows”. The poem does not only trace how the country has become 

a conundrum of wasted dreams where “the body / language of straying children with 

promises / on their lips are a country’s hideout”; the poet reminds the reader of how the 

leader eats “recovered loot from / his weary palms”, while “grief is the network / that 

connects the anecdotes.” Such a poetic provocateur, this poem points to the consequences 

of indecision in the populace and the lack of truth or any form of awakening – of which 

absence will preserve a regime of repression. Ayinla portrays these consequences with 

such forcefulness in these lines: 

 

 drinking our brother’s blood as wine 

all progressives are in a congress and no one 

is listening to the wails under the feet of the poor 

they give power to predators and they prey 

our loved ones away  the same way we keep 

God waiting in a temple  without worship  

      [EVAPORATION] 

A satirist does not just lampoon, he brings warning with his balm. A warning so urgent 

that if actions are not pursued, the consequences will be dire. There will be some who 

will lay claim to an ethnic messiahism, fueling the ember of division among a people 

already fractured for political gains; there are others who deliberately instigate the 

instrument of destruction to score political points; and there will be the people whose 

lives are less than pawns on the chessboard of life – people whose blood must be shed 

just to show how worthless their lives are to those in power – at this moment, a group of 

people will arise to wrench power from the ruling class and liberate to enslave as many as 

possible. They become ideologues whose revolutionary movement becomes more of a 

curse than a blessing as power shifts in their direction. Their emergence is the 

culmination of the people’s decision to have blessed “another rape of peace (“a son of 

snakes”) as a result of their complacency and endorsement of the political structure, 

Ayinla warns eloquently: 

they understand the government than  

we do      most times you don’t underestimate  

the power of your friend      the devil is a friend of light 

yet you see him with his flock in daytime 

guns have a way of giving one another name 

say a killer or a murderer      you don’t call  

the death that will kill you by name 

[Someday I Will Start a War and Call it an Attack] 

 

 

 



 

 

The reader, once again, is grateful for these satirists who have invested so much in 

bringing healing to a nation on the brim of damnation. The political stage is already 

drenched in the blood of the people who are fighting to ensure that dogs become their 

gods. It is high time a revolution of the mind began. No nation can rise about its mindset. 

Thankfully, these poets have caused a catalytic conscientization in order to prevent 

cataclysmic consequences – if their clarion call is heeded.   

Thank you. 

- Funso Oris 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Ayoola  
Goodness Olanrewaju 



 

 

rupture 

 

we go down low.      

 

   bend & blind. we worship the gold 

                    laced over the blisters on the feet of dogs  

we crown gods. the shoe is on us. & while we crumble for  

crumbs. we think of dreams.  

something already tells we will never rise. we 

 

will never learn how to think ourselves gods. open 

this destiny again. & look. legs already running for  

another riCEing.  

 

if you hold this city to cry. you will 

not be long to find the jokes of sighs. sir-pents. 

& hiss my millions. what is for everybody.  

 

we twirl for the music of snakes— 

our legs will still run the politician order. & 

it is our legs that will ruin us.  

think of dreams again. & at the end of the thumb we are still  

nobody.  

 

& because dream is tired.  

a boy drowns afternoon into the  

 

 

 



 

 

twilight in his mother's eyes.  

— he is losing strength. a girl  

 

ties despair on the neck of feBruary— she says it is finished.  

 

because dream has given up on us. & in the end we are still  

 

no body. no body bold to hold greatness. our 

 burdens are trophies enough.  

 

& the president moos. he wants  

to dine on the cross again—  

 

                                          for the second coWing.  

 

& look. legs already running for  

another riCEing.  

 

 

 

  



 

 

morbidity  

 

i will not say i do not trust tomorrow to rise a rose  

in my hand— i am hope—a waiting dawn.  

but what really happens after the rebellion of darkness? 

 

dawn? or  

 

a boy will wake somewhere in my head. a gun 

in his left hand. he is at war with himself.  

with the shadows of survival that have conquered him. 

 

& there is blood on his dreams.  

& there is blood in a hole in his head.  

 

lent was yesterday. & today is another remembrance.  

 

this is my body. eat. 

 

i will write life in 200 metaphors: of nights when my body  

is a communion broken by men of hungry rods.  

 

this is my blood. drink. & spill in abandon.  

 

i will write life in 200 metaphors: of a virgin thirteen & high-men 

who passed over & broke me. 

 

 

 



 

 

sieve this darkness. there is no good friday. only a  

black one:  

 

i) where mothers wear the songs of infant deadness. 

ii) where the government job is always paramilitary— expendables  

for a country without sympathy.  

 

iii) where there is nowhere to know where there is green.  

 

& if to this end you are thinking of a sun. day & a 

mass rising.  

 

resurrection is alien to this place.  

 

say a mass burial.  

 

& all rise & say.                                    amen! 

 

 

 

  



 

 

lurking 

 

we learn the silence in  

 

a new way again. we nurture our weakness. into a fragile winning. into  

something too fragile to be called a smile. we  

 

smile to hover hope at least for our children. to tell  

them it is not over. when it is over.  

 

what else about us matters? i look at the map  

 

of my country. i want to think of beauty. i 

want to touch a place of paradise. the bombs won’t  

make me. the tears tear my heart. the pains unspoken won’t make  

me. the poverty is pines—ample.  

 

i want to draw my country into a body  

of hope. my pencil is asking for the head.  

 

i will just draw a  

revenant— a country  

 

on a replay.  

 

i look myself in the mirror. i remember the  

governor-daughter’s wedding. opulence. and flashing  

 

 



 

 

 

of teeth. i don’t want to think about it.  

else i make my heart hell. hail. fire and brimstones. but over the  

 

horizon. like my heart. you will hear  

the gnashing of teeth. a woman loses her daughter to penury. the governor  

holds her money for healing.  

 

they starve us into a fading thinness. and now. men have  

become fate and faithful in ponzi shrines.  

 

a man is sweating no to hunger. he spills it like a saving grain.  

 

he is hungry too. haggard.  

angry. he is saying we say no too. to win hopes. 

 

but we must 

cut our sweat for it. we must slave chains. climb the labours of others.  

to get food. to get a car too. and fly. to see where my country  

has failed. a country cannot be crazier than this! 

 

it is jejune and july.  

my mind is strumming summer. something too hot. too empty  

to feel the comfort from above. when the rain subsides. like my heart. 

you will know its disappointment.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

we are still lurking to be here. because Someone up there is  

not denying us the sun-rising. when we spread.  

 

withered.  

 

 

 

  



 

 

call me sanity  

 

you know how to throw stones well. 

break broken souls into glass of guilt— unredeemable. it is  

the way you tell your madness is unparalleled.  

 

we sneak into your orifice. if there be grace  

lurking. & all at once. graves are falling  

off your teeth. your tongue—morbid salvation. a valley of death.  

i know. i cannot be mad like you.  

 

what is that your name again? son of thunder. 

nobody can strike as you. they say your bully is right.  

you gay. & spread like the disorderliness the world has been waiting for. 

is this what you call your gift? 

come. your majesty. let me kiss your feet. when you strike. 

be kind to spare my house. i know. i cannot be mad 

like you.  

 

but we will take our forgiveness from you too. when you  

fire. do you think you will not burn too? just the other day.  

you ran your body into an ocean of repentance. & now. when  

men twitch you. skin. you remember your sacredness. you  

swear—take fire from the fangs of fiends. & cave a lake of fire. you  

want to burn again? 

 

village people. i hail you. the way you compose  

 

 



 

 

the tracks in the album of our foolishness marvels me. whirlwind 

& teacups. debates. & cursed be our dear 500-naira pot  

of soup. please leave our pot of soup alone! 

 

prophet gulliver! is this not the littleness you  

saw in lilliput? is this not the parody of our youthfulness? theatres  

we play for powers watching us fade into a drama of nothing.  

 

tomorrow. another brother will go. angel & camera. he 

will give a boy wafers. water & photograph! we will  

praise him. we will deceive him. he is the devil the world needs. he  

will become our president. & photograph! he is fat. we are lean. i 

know. i cannot be mad like you. 

 

& if you are looking for me. i am somewhere in  

this poetry— 

 

sitting sane! 

 

 

  

  



 

 

eemopelebe (great disaster) 

 

it is very wrong.  

 

how agile us give legs  

to weaklings to run our rise races. shame. & at one plague  

 

of  

rice. or one plate of rice thrown by deceptive men.  & the poverty  

in our crises. we  

 

throng to thumb for clowns. we grope for light of change in skin beaten 

by the embrace of old.  

 

i wear this country on my skin. only because of  

love.  

 

unlike spent boys. & hungry girls escaping into  

white cosmetics. into “why” coats of rotten colours. they are learning  

the american anthem. they ate this country on their skin.  

 

but i wear this country.  

all. 

 

name & skin.  

black & shine— it is the way to  

rise o compatriots.  

 

 



 

 

but my ears cannot deny the gossips  

of mouths. they say look. a mobile darkness is coming.  

fatherless.  

play not your bicycle with him.  

 

& if you ask me truly about my president.  

a dirge is waiting on my tongue. this is not the way i want to wear my skin— 

 

my country. like a dirge. 

 

say our president is sick. taboo is on you! 

say. he is just resting. seeking redemption in the clouds of  

another. while we rust. & 

 

when he returns he will read the speech at  

our gun salute. aren’t we so lucky? if we are lucky at all for a mass burial.  

 

forgive my poetry. i am at loss for euphemism.  

 

this country is dead.  

we are spelled. so you are valid to kneel at a certain afternoon. & feed  

your silence to yourself. & your children. you are valid  

if your buttocks. like mine.   

 

is raised in salute. to principalities a-so rock-y  

upgrading the apps of our ignorance.  

 

 

 



 

 

driver.  

is this train moving backward or forward?  

 

tumultuous! 

biafra! 

arewa! 

english! too much english! too much bad english!  

house of assembly! 

tables! chairs!  

order! chaos! orders! 

nigeria! 

 

eemopelebe! 

 

 

  



 

 

a son of snakes  

 

i take reason. call me a die-hard. i keep my legs  

from the children of snakes— subtleness is sin.  

 

i can pride africa in excess if i want to. but 

 

what is hubris?  

when my house is a hybrid of hisses. & kisses.  

 

united we fall.  

divided we stand. the new slang in town. 

 

& by the vision of division. we are still counting loss. 

we cannot again remember dawn— where we wore  

diadems of the sun. & broke the records of light.  

 

the day begins & ends in darkness. it is useless.  

if we try to bend the crescent  

into the personification of a smile. she will still spring back  

into a cry.  

 

& men. like me. we fight the rain in vain. we tell our kids the  

same lie we were told. & under the flag  

of this falsehood we feign a flimsy fancy. our women 

 

do not trust our testicles for the tales of the  

 

 



 

 

future is bright. so when we knock their thighs for relief.  

we are reminded to mourn the doused sun we wasted  

our bravery for. for invocation. for resurrection.  

 

our libidos will be dead to rise to die again.  

 

we rise with the mourning with a hope of  brighter  

days. & after the handshake. we begin  

another rape of peace.  

 

i want to think this life is terrible. or man is  

a mistake.  

 

i take  

myself. & throw my distress amidst an imagination of butterflies.  

 

if my house was a hybrid of these. we could be wings. & be  

 

beautiful.  

 

but i am still here— a hybrid of hisses. & kisses.  

 

a son of snakes.   



 

 

of dolls & a country in my eye 

 

yet. the end is come on us. dolls  

revolt for fire in our balls. it is not strange. but it is strange how  

the world renames us—a play thing.  

 

how the world pretends to hill our ignorance 

& tosses us off on its zenith. but still. it is not strange. how folly is  

man?  

 

man cannot make man.  

only madness that mad.  

men will buy.  

 

i am dull.  

&i cannot be sure of the sun for a future so dim. if you lift  

 my left eye. you will find rotten dreams hanging 

 upside down. & crippled men  

holding the boots of iron. crawling to war.  

 

dead men. i say no more. piss be unto you. if you do not 

know where this  

war is headed— a world without walls. 

 

& just in a twinkle. we are again replayed 

into the beginning of time. if you cannot read the reds 

 

 

 



 

 

of headlines: the mar of masses. massacres. hard-so-rock men.  

herdsmen. & what again could be more 

 comely than 

the parade of caskets? hold this verse faithful to your heart:  

 

the fear of cows is the beginning of wisdom.  

is the fear of cows the beginning of wisdom?  

 

think of cows again. you are not far to reach  

cowardice. i am worn. like you. & 

 

 am i 

wrong to bell cowardice is bliss? that i save 

 my head from a country that will not remember how i 

give it away to the coconut enough only for her mouth?  

 

bravery is death. i say  

no more. piss be unto you. if you do not know where  

this caravan is headed— a country without wheels.  

 

whatever i have learnt. i know i 

 cannot be proud of humanity. if this poem is not.  

 

                                                 this poem is not.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

Abimbola  
M. Mosobalaje 



 

 

 

freedom 

 

everyone wants freedom. 

but to think freedom in this part of the world, 

...perhaps the world in herself; 

is to either reason a free ‘dom’ or a free doom. 

 

we are like a child in the eyes of a parent; 

in the confine of words and fence of instructions. 

-a child with springing feet that yearns 

to project into a world beyond his height. 

news from children like this, 

who broke off their parents' yoke too quickly says: 

the journey into self is an endless one, 

a free dome that no one surmounts. 

 

i recount the tales of home, 

and a swamp finds freedom of expression on the perimeter of my face. 

It spills for: 

how our tears are muffled into quietness, 

our pleas sent into the incinerators behind the ears, 

how we are bought with incredible lies to contain our probes. 

 

who fools who? 

 

why did we ever want a break from colonialism? 

to create our own fraction of the whole, 

for free doom -a freedom to doom? 

 

we use a bird as an allegory for liberty, 

has anyone taken time to hear the flapping of a bird's wings? 

why do birds fly, chuckling on beautiful mornings, 

and return with dried twigs in their beak 

and a song between their legs? 

how do we draw a bird without inscribing home on its soul? 

 

religion freely bounds. 

"welcome, your brains aren't needed", 

the signs read. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

with the libraries and technology, 

we are but a chip in the volume of pages. 

forget the "thought provoking" literatures. 

 

nearing the end of the tunnel of every man's decades, 

one wonders if he can really tell what shape freedom bears. 

 

maybe it is 

the face of a man with a free time bomb tickling doom.  

or, the placebo effect we get from empty tongues. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

tales. moonlight. seasons 

 

we are the pivot of the world. the 

generation of humanity. we sat 

beneath the moon. and listened to our mothers tell us the tale of each star holding the 

firmament. 

 

the wind came and blew all that all up. 

we began again. this time it is different. a part of our mothers' voice trailed into the night 

wrapped in tulip petals. the thorns on its edge. tears. 

the other part goes. like the smoke of push-and-start cars. the type that follows the breeze 

but never arrives. 

leaving blurriness in our eyes. 

 

tales come from the radio. we sit beneath the watch of the crescent moon and dimmed 

stars. 

the radio tells the tales. of the world trump-ed up. side. down. 

of boo and harry of cows and guns. of hatred and speeches. of the adoption of girls. 

or is it spelled a.b.d.u.c.t.i.o.n? 

my memory fails me these days. 

 

every time the woman with a tiny voice. whom i believe holds the surah fathia in her 

cheeks. 

reads to us. she says the same thing. and  

i shout. "this was what we heard yesterday" 

my neighbor will tap me and say. "peace. be still.  

it is another rocket launch. this time. on earth. among us." 

 

i think of when wrinkles would cut our clothing in their teeth.  

of what story we would tell our children beneath the moonlight. 

maybe we won't have to talk. maybe we won't have to sit. maybe there won't be children 

to listen. 

maybe we will all be ashes in the thighs of the earth. answering the call of the wind. as it 

bellows. 

 

maybe eventually. tales. moonlight. and seasons will be nothing to exist. 

or. they exist without us. 

Starless night. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Let us pretend this darkness is the daylight. 

Let us also see ourselves dance. 

Let us pretend to beat a drum with a torn skin. 

When our energy evaporates to condense into water and salt, 

maybe we would remember 

that darkness is darkness, 

and the starless night is not to be painted as  

black patches on a silky, white wool. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Tragicomedy 

 

here. every day is a party day. 

 

you will love the way our heads crease into lines of laughter. 

 

we are blessed. we can  

 

make ashes out of a paper mache. & dusts out of ceramic tiles. 

 

we can even hold the wind. & tie it into knots of wed-locks. 

 

we are wise. because in the place of teeth. we can use a tooth. 

 

& every time a table is shaken. & those standing. fall. 

 

we laugh. 

 

even. in the crusade of bullets & wars holding 

 

in spaces between the toes of the land. we squeeze out lemonades of laughter. 

 

no sorrow lasts for long here. tragedy is a bridge to be walked 

 

on the way to survival. we let it be. 

 

we find ways to make them into laughing stocks. 

 

screenshots. firefights. explosions. cowing. maces & tables. 

 

return matches for dormant legs. rants. noise. laughter. 

 

someday. when our bowels have no more room for laughter.  

 

& a confluence of roar and silence settles. like dust on a leaf blade. 

 

we will clearly see how the night has spelt out its deeds on our fabric. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Hay worn-in  

 

When you climb a height, eight above seven, 

 Give your soul to a sober reflection. 

  There is a hole after eight, hate. 

 

To men who prey for the souls of tall men, 

 rays-ed into hubris’ unicorn 

  somewhere between sunrise and sunset 

   You can be the answer to the hunter’s prayer. 

 

If eventually, you fall prey to the prayers, 

 and you eat the earth with a loud third, 

  your furl shall be a testimony for eighty eight-hers 

   and lowly lovers. 

 

If you rice again, beyond the twinkling of anklets, 

 and you stare like twinkling stars on dusty clouds, 

  learn to see yourself a privy ledge. 

   It is not too far from the heel-top to the sole. 

 

You may furl to fall 

 Into hard furs,  

  hurting paws. 

   It is a mode on replay, here. 

 

And if hay-gain you rice aloft, beyond the ear of the grain’s stalk, 

 and the wind blows you hard, 

  then hay-gain you eat the ground, 

   you will remember how sweet the dust is. 

 

On this soil, we have seen a come-post grow into an oak. 

 It grows seven thymes, bigger  

  to earn eight height haters 

   when it is flawed to the floors, it becomes a laugh-fin stalk. 

 

 

People will wait to ear the news 

 of the reason rice or fowling fur, 

  For the eight-thread or the laugh. 

   This is nothing but hay worn-in. 

  



 

 

Colouring 

 

prologue 

If you like, keep the colours flying 

In arrays of uniforms and platforms. 

The air will blow on white speeches, 

And the secrecy of the fowl’s anus shall be seen 

 

Here, painting is how we carve our future on rocks. 

Rock is the name we call tomorrow. 

 

We are the architects of our lives. 

And the painters of our future. 

We make beautiful portraits of ourselves in inappreciable ways. 

 

i. 

We brush dropouts to be models for teaching. 

Examination is not the true test of knowledge they say, 

After eating their own portions in red ink. 

 

ii. 

We make an oil paint of a man in blue, with an eagle cap; 

he falls victim of the forms he hands out. 

Right within the frame, we see him fall from the rock in distorted tongue 

He hopes a solution from the oga at the top. 

 

iii. 

We improvise a charcoal for the portraiture of arms and safety 

He became a c language, to write us a program of loop. 

Sorry for the break in transmission. This transmission is apprehensive. I mean, the trans 

mission... 

Sorry for the break in transmission. 

 

iv. 

The other day, our father’s wife gave a word, 

An appraisal for the dead and the living dead. 

The manhood of a man lives after his death. 

 

God is great! 

We, the children mumble amen! 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

epilogue 

We are painters, ourselves. 

With a mighty hand, we throw the rose to a path of rushing feet 

And place a siam weed in a vase. 

Tomorrow, when the world greets us with unpleasant pleasantries, 

We shall not be pained. We know 

What we have done. We hold the brush to our flag 

We can make the green, blue; and the white, black. 
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The Skin Knows 

…wear your country on your skin… 

there’s a miracle beneath your skin. 

 

- Oluwapelumi Francis Salako 

 

what is a house without belongings 

called        an abode of flowers where a father 

is taken out of his clothes      agbada can shelter 

the street driven out by pandemonium 

sometimes I watch a movie through the body 

language of straying children with promises 

on their lips are a country’s hideout 

one moment everyone is at rest      the next 

is a trumpet blown into rusting bones 

the pier of the Niger rests on the shoulders 

of a leader eating the recovered loot from  

his weary palms       grief is the network  

that connects the anecdotes    all men  

sound alike and all news come  

from different views      and we do not  

know which is true or not for all we know  

is that truth isn’t cheap to be found  

on the pages of a newspaper 

  



 

 

 

EVAPORATION 

 

the president says the country needs money 

the president says the people need to endure 

the president says he will run for another term 

the people say they need money 

the people say the president needs to leave 

the people say the country will fall another term 

[connect the bridge] 

no one gives a room for failure   but I am  

not saying that the president is unwelcomed 

we won’t stay in the shadows of the past  

drinking our brother’s bloods as wine 

all progressives are in a congress and no one 

is listening to the wails under the feet of the poor 

they give power to predators and they prey 

our loved ones away  the same way we keep  

God waiting in a temple    without worship 

  



 

 

What do you hear in the morning before leaving for work? 

On the radio, the broadcaster is a hypocrite 

hoarding the news, and no one will listen  

to the chatters of the street to confirm  

that the law has been buried  

in the Senate house.  

  



 

 

 

Metallography 

 

There is a boy in the choir 

the length of a broken tune 

 

Place a hand on your kneecap 

a lazy finger caresses your heart 

 

& your sister is the song that humours 

stereotypes You would like 

 

to inaugurate the shape of water 

on a metal plate Your father is  

 

the door for everything  

that doesn’t stay Tell your silence 

 

that you aren’t made for many words 

You are the bundle 

creasing into cardboard linings 

 

Beside a willow high enough to hold your muscles 

a tenor falls with a protruding cold 

Arakunrin, you are approaching salvation 

with your sins tailing your trousers 

What is easy if not a slab 

bearing the fence  of emptiness 

while you are still not found  

 

  



 

 

 

Levitation 

 

Standing, the world dangles through a book. 

How are you to hold a catalogue of directions; 

unwavering, into a craft of people? 

To be a balloon blown on the inside is a secret 

of cloying. Some days, you are flying without 

wings. You hold a dream so close  

that it won’t take after the gravitation of feathers. 

 

The first time you hold a microphone, a room falls 

with your voice above everyone’s head. 

The echo comes with an army  

returning from war. But, it is funny how you  

pull light into a container and you shine instead. 

The same way you hold fear and spread it across 

the opening wind as if you will not watch it blossom 

in your skull. Unlike truth, you see through  

every doubt burst above your head, unlit, 

as a picture pouring down with the rain. 

  



 

 

 

Someday I Will Start a War and Call it an Attack 

 

they understand the government than  

we do      most times you don’t underestimate  

the power of your friend      the devil is a friend of light 

yet you see him with his flock in daytime 

guns have a way of giving one another name 

say a killer or a murderer      you don’t call  

the death that will kill you by name 



 


